Peover Superior Parish Council
Pre-Design Engagement on Newhall Farm
Meeting with Owners and agent
P.Welch (PW), V. Irlam (VI) – Parish Council Representatives
Meeting held at 13:00 17/1/22 at Newhall Farm.
The owners had requested the meeting following contact with VI.
PW gave the owners and agent a copy of the Parish Councils Pre-design protocol.
The owners agent then outlined their current plans and intentions – the current plans still
being in the formulation stage with nothing finalised.
The agent stated that the intention was to enhance the appearance and setting of the
grade II listed Newhall Farm by removing the (possibly unapproved) rendering from the
outside and return it to original brickwork. The agent had been in discussion with Cheshire
East heritage officer and a small test removal of rendering was proposed. There were also
plans to remodel the interior layout of the building. The heritage officer had already had
input on the plans to date, specifically the fenestration, and was being kept informed as the
plans develop.
The owners and agent outlined further proposals for conversion of apartments into
garaging, re-routeing of the driveway, conversion of hardstanding to lawn and extensive
additional landscaping with trees and shrubs.
PW commented that the enhancement of a grade II listed building would be viewed
positively and is supported by Neighbourhood Plan policy HA1. Replacement buildings
neighbouring the listed building would need to be in keeping with the character of the listed
building and that had already been covered by the Cheshire East heritage officer. As the
site is isolated from other neighbouring properties there is minimal impact on
Neighbourhood Plan policies LCD3 to LCD6 inclusive.
The enhanced landscaping would also be viewed positively in accordance with policy
ENV2 of the Neighbourhood Plan. PW commented that any external lighting proposed
should be sensor controlled and be in accordance with Neighbourhood Plan policy ENV1.
There were no other foreseen impacts of the draft proposals on the Neighbourhood Plan.

When a formal planning application is made, the agent offered to attend the Parish Council
meeting. PW said that all Parish Council meetings are public and that any applicant or
their agent is welcome to attend and set out their proposals.

Correspondence to:
Email: council@overpeover.com
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